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Preface
This Design Manual is intended to provide the background to the
production of the Nansledan Masterplan and to guide future development
with reference to key design objectives, and to environmental mitigation
strategies identified through the Environmental Impact Assessment.
If you are a resident or run a business at Nansledan then details on related
design parameters and information on how to apply for prior approval
from the Duchy of Cornwall can be found in the Nansledan Design and
Community Code.
If you are a developer, then prior to seeking prior approval from the
Duchy of Cornwall, reference should be made in this Design Manual to
the relevant Quarter and the design requirements, in conjunction with
completion of the Environmental Mitigation checklist at Section 4.

Preface
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1.0 Introduction
Newquay and the outlying area is estimated to have a resident population
of some 30,000 people. As the surf capital of the South West, the number
increases to over 100,000 over the summer months with more than
750,000 visitors in total over the course of a typical year. For some time, the
local economy has been largely dependent therefore upon relatively low
spending, high volume tourism. The aspiration for Nansledan, Newquay
is to create an exemplary, dense, mixed use, and highly sustainable urban
extension to this important North Cornish coastal town that is identifiably
Cornish, and which will act as a catalyst to diversify, regenerate and so to
strengthen the local economy for the longer term.
The masterplan and overall concept for Nansledan has been developed
by the Duchy of Cornwall, working in concert with its Consortium of
Developers and their core team of consultants over many years, and
with ongoing local community and stakeholder engagement, including
officers of Cornwall Council, Natural England, Environment Agency,
Network Rail, Newquay Town Council, Colan Parish Council, Nansledan
Community Association and local residents. An Enquiry by Design (EbD)
charette was hosted by The Prince’s Foundation in 2004. This sought
the views of the existing local community on key issues to be addressed
in the future development of Nansledan (formerly known as Newquay
Growth Area).
At the outset of the project, the Duchy of Cornwall and The Prince’s
Foundation commissioned a Pattern Book, the aim of which was to analyse
the essential character of local architectural and urban form, materials,
key details and plants that thrive in this harsh maritime climate, recording
them in such a way as to make them accessible for those whose task it
is to develop the new quarters of the town. The Pattern Book remains an
essential guide to development at Nansledan to make sure that it remains
properly hefted to its location. More recently the Pattern Book has also
been adopted by Newquay Town Council and so is now used to guide
design on sites across the existing town as well.

Introduction

Aerial Photograph of Nansledan
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1.0 Introduction
The Duchy of Cornwall and its Consortium of Developers commissioned
a suite of key strategy documents setting out the approach to
Sustainability; Energy; Water; Food and Transport to accompany the
Masterplan, Pattern Book, Building Code and, more recently, the
Green Infrastructure Strategy. This Design Manual, written with the
benefit of these documents and with the experience gained from
developing Tregunnel Hill and the first phases of Nansledan over the
past 8 years, addresses the approach to sustainability; climate change;
water resources; transport; food, urban and architectural character, and
landscape at Nansledan.
The Surf Capital Steering Group, drawing together local interest groups,
produced the first concept plan for what was then called the Newquay
Growth Area. Subsequently Leon Krier, the Masterplanner for the Duchy
of Cornwall’s ground breaking development at Poundbury, Dorchester
in Dorset, was asked to look with fresh eyes at a suitable concept for
Nansledan, taking into account the topography and the morphology
of the town. His analysis showed that Newquay, in essence, is spread
over three hills, divided by the River Gannel and the Chapel Stream.
The historic town centre sits on the westernmost hill, with extensive
suburban suburbs that spread onto the other two areas of high ground.
His proposal was that each hill should have its own urban sub-centre
to create a more sustainable polycentric structure, with walkable
neighbourhoods to encourage low carbon patterns of living. Subsequent
detailed analysis revealed that the existing small retail subcentre at
St Colum Minor could not survive with a new competing mixed use
core nearby. It was concluded therefore that the two sub-centres that
Krier had proposed should be merged to create one larger new urban
sub-centre for Nansledan. Its scale will provide more critical mass to
encourage a good range of non-residential uses, so helping to sustain a
vibrant and diverse sub-town centre to serve the residents of Nansledan,
and the adjoining suburban areas of the existing town.
In June 2011, the cabinet of Cornwall Council approved a refined
version of the masterplan. Work started on site at Nansledan at the end
of 2013, and completions are happening at a rate of about 100 per year.
There is an ongoing pattern of workshops and engagement which is
expected to continue for the life of the project, as a result of which the
masterplan, the Green Infrastructure Strategy and the Manual of Key
Highway Details will continue to evolve, whilst ensuring consistency of
delivery within the concept and key principles as already defined.

Newquay Action Framework 2004

Masterplan Sketch, Leoon Krier

Attention to detail, within the overall guiding concept, and working
collaboratively have been the keys to successful design and
development at Nansledan. All matters relating to the construction of
buildings and the use of land and buildings constitutes ‘development’
which is brought under the statutory planning process. Development
that would normally require planning permission is now permitted
under the Local Development so long as the Duchy of Cornwall has
issued a Certificate of Compliance in accordance with the Nansledan
Local Development Order.
For minor matters, such as small extensions, which are known as
‘permitted development’, there is an exemption from planning for
owners and occupiers but prior consent from the Duchy of Cornwall
is still required. Thus alterations to residential properties at Nansledan,
including the construction of small extensions, the removal and
changing of windows, insertion of dormer windows on rear roof slopes,
erection of porches, or retiling roofs in modern materials do not require
express planning permission but do require prior approval from the
Duchy of Cornwall in accordance with Estate Stipulations set out in the
Nansledan Design and Community Code.

Approved Growth Area Masterplan, June 2011

Introduction
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Illustratrtive Masterplan
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2.0 Key Principles For Nansledan
From the outset, the evolution of Nansledan
has been guided by 10 key principles:
1 Sustainability
In response to the climate change emergency
Nansledan will be an exemplary and highly
sustainable community with a masterplan
that is adaptable and resilient, promoting
low carbon patterns of living, and creating an
integrated community with accommodation
and facilities to suit the needs of people from
different backgrounds and at different stages
of their lives. As much economic warmth as
possible from the development will be shared
with the existing residents of Newquay, and
with the wider community in Cornwall.

3 Masterplan
All development will be coordinated with the
Masterplan to ensure a coherent approach
to placemaking, and an integrated a mix of
public spaces, street types, building types
and uses, based on public consultation.

The use of local resources will be preferred
so as to assist the local economy, reflect local
identity and meet sustainability objectives.
6 Indigenous Needs

4 Local Identity

The new development will forge strong
physical connections so as to strengthen
the town and present social infrastructure.
However, as a genuine mixed-use
sustainable development, it will be able
to meet daily needs. It will be distinctive
as a place but evocative and closely
related in appearance to the wider town.
8 Environmental Impact
Every effort is made to enrich the ecology

9 Efficient Land Use
As a diminishing resource land must not be
wasted. The development will be fit for the
future and capable of adaptation to meet
changing needs. It will be urban in form and
confident about density and height. Public
spaces will be tightly enclosed in a manner
typical of the North Cornish coast, affording
protection from the Atlantic storms, and
encouraging pedestrian and cycle movement
through the development. A new urban edge
will be defined. The masterplan enables the
phased delivery of the long term required
green infrastructure, making a virtue of the key
natural attributes in and around Nansledan.
10 Viability
The development will have commercial

2 Public Consultation

5 Cornish Resources

10

The primary purpose of the development
is to meet local needs. These are identified
and reviewed regularly through ongoing
public consultation and enquiry, and will
be addressed in the Masterplan. A sense of
community is best established by conceiving
a development which responds to local
needs and thereby is occupied by a resident
population.
7 Relationship with Newquay

of the site, preserving habitats, feeding
grounds and foraging corridors where
appropriate, and ensuring that new
environments are provided where possible
both within the built area of Nansledan,
and along the margins of the Chapel
Stream, and the SANG area. Residents are
encouraged to grow their own food in their
gardens and in allotments that are woven
through the fabric of Nansledan, and the
edible streets strategy.

integrity. As part of its sustainable ambitions,
Nansledan seeks to provide an economic
microclimate that occupies and helps retain
its community in good heart for the long
term, with an ambition to deliver at least
one job per household.
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Key Design Principles

Any development will evolve through
proactive
public
consultation
and
participation
which
will
continue
throughout the life of the project, enabling
regular reviews.

The development will reflect local identity.
It will capture the spirit of the Newquay’s
urban fabric and will not be afraid to reinterpret this where appropriate to do so.
The tool to achieve this is the Newquay
Pattern Book, shaped by local consultation,
and this Design Manual. In tune with the
Masterplan these documents will regulate
the development.
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Urban Design
MASTERPLAN AND MOVEMENT
The masterplan has been developed using well-tested, sustainable,
traditional urban design principles so that daily needs can be managed
on foot. These include the creation of a flexible, dense, mixed use,
walkable neighbourhoods which do not rely upon the use of the
car in order to function and ensuring that the needs of local people
are incorporated within the development to help create a sense of
community.
Nansledan is made up eight quarters. Their location is critical and
strongly influenced by the layout of the streets. Equally, the streets
are influenced by the concept of walkable neighbourhoods. They are
based on a structure of a permeable street network and of walking
distances where by as many residents and visitors as possible are no
more than 5 minutes walk or 400 metres from shops, offices and other
forms of employments, school, health care, recreation and a range of
green spaces.
The masterplan is designed so that each quarter is seamlessly attached
to the next. Their size determined by the walkable neighbourhood
structure, with a local centre as its focus. Its position determined by
a clear hierarchy of streets and spaces, provide a legible and highly
permeable street pattern. The isochrone plan illustrates the relationship
between the quarters, the local centres and the street network structure
that underpins the masterplan. This is further reinforced by the Place
Logic movement analysis plan.

Nansledan Quarters Structure - Isochrones

The permeable street pattern is designed to the scale of the urban
block, providing a flexible framework that will accept changes to unit
mix and detail and retain the overall character of design, scale and
materials used on the buildings that will define the public realm.

© 2021
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Nansledan Place Logic Analysis
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Urban Design
URBAN QUARTERS
There will be eight urban quarters across Nansledan. The character of
each of which will be defined by a synthesis of the topography and
natural attributes of that part of the Site, and the designed attributes
for that part of the development that fit within the wider vision for
Nansledan. Each quarter has its own name that is either taken from an
existing place name within or adjacent to Nansledan, or to reflect its
function within the wider development. The eight urban quarters are:
1. Halfenten
2. Kosti Veur
3. Trewolek
4. Kosti Vian
5. Chapelkenrhwili
6. Trevenson
7. Riel
8. Hendra

The Quarters of Nansledan

Design

Each quarter has a unique emblem which is modelled upon a dunecrest plant that is commonly found on the North Cornish coast. It can
be seen on keystones above windows or doors, in tablets set into walls,
and also notably in quarter stones, found on the main roads that mark
the boundaries of each distinct urban area.
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1. HALFENTEN
Halfenten will form the town-centre area for Nansledan, and a sub-towncentre for the wider settlement of Newquay. This central area lies north of
the Chapel Stream, Gover Chapelkernwhili, between the eastern tributary,
Gover Penhalow; the secondary street, Stret Dukes Kerno, and Stret Kosti,
the old track between the farmsteads at Kosti Veor and Tredre Kosti Vean.

Design Manual

Urban Design

The emblem of Hanfenten is the Barren Strawberry.
The key attributes of Halfenten are:
• Stret an Verghas, the wide market street, in the middle of Halfenten will
form the commercial and urban heart of Nansledan. The natural slope
of the round will be adjusted to create a more level urban space, so
improving the usability of this key street. Visitors approaching from Pons
Chapelkernwhili will cross a short causeway before turning right: the street
then widens like a traditional market area. Stret an Varghas is surrounded
by the main retail and commercial buildings of the development, and
defined by large buildings up to four storeys high. These give visual
closure to the central market street area at an appropriate scale and
provide shelter from the prevailing south-westerly winds. A butter cross
or similar urban scale monument will provide a point of visual focus near
the junction with Stret Gawain, the Western Arm of the Newquay Strategic
Route. There will be provision for at grade casual parking within Stret an
Verghas to help regulate traffic speeds through this busy central area, and
so encourage pedestrians and cyclists to use the space. At the eastern end
of Stret an Verghas the width of the street will reduce once and will revert
to the natural contour of the ground rising up hill to the north-east, before
opening out again into Plen Eglos, a smaller square in front of the site for
a new Church;
• Pons Chapelkernwhili, the bridge over Gover Chapelkernwhili,
will have three wide three centred arches to span over the Chapel
valley, faced in Cornish granite. At its northern end, a short length
of causeway will continue at a similar height before the road rises
up into Stret an Verghas. Either side of the causeway will lie Kay
Chapelkernhwili and Kay Arlodhes an Logh, a stone quay finished
in Cornish granite that provides a hard urban edge to this portion
of Nansledan against the soft landscape margins of Dowrlan Gover
Chapelkernwhili, the Chapel Stream corridor;
• Plen Eglos, a steep stepped square in front of Eglos Vethodek Hal Bella
marks the junction of Stret Mygthern Arthur with the secondary street of
Stret Galahad; and

© 2021
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• Gover Chapelkernwhili is a key natural feature and its broad green valley
forms one of the principal green spaces of Nansledan. Its natural attributes
will be enhanced to provide an important ecological and recreational
resource.
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Urban Design
HALFENTEN

1. Kres Nansledan/Stret an Verghas

2. Pons Chapelkenrhwili

4. Gover Chapelkenrhwili

6. Stret Myghtern Arthur

8. Stret Galahad

Design

7. Stret Gawain

5. Plen Eglos

3. Kay Chapelkenrhwili/Kay Arlodhes an Logh
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2. KOSTI VEUR
Kosti Veur sits on gently rising ground to the north east of Halfenten. It is
bi-sected by Stret Kosti Veur Woles, a new secondary road that runs from
Quintrell Road to the southern end of the former farmstead of Kosti Veur.
Kresennik Shoppa, the local centre to this quarter of Nansledan, is defined by
a cluster of larger mixed use buildings influenced by the scale and character
of the centre of St Columb Major. This is linked to the north to St Columb
Minor and routes to the south lead to Quarry Square (Plen Mengleudh) and
onto site of the new primary school and the recreation ground.

Design Manual
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The Kosti Veur quarter emblem is the Bird’s-Foot Trefoil.
The other key attributes of Kosti Veur are:
• The former farmstead of Kosti Veur comprises a stone built farmhouse, a
courtyard of former farm buildings, now converted to houses and a recent
terrace of holiday cottages. This group forms a small enclave of buildings
enclosed by hedgerow and trees on three sides and has a very specific
character. It is anticipated that Kosti Veur could accommodate a small
number of additional houses to complement the masterplan;
• Lergh Kosti, the existing lane and hedgerow that leads from Kosti Veur
to Tredre Kosti Vian is a significant existing feature of the site: it is to be
retained and enhanced to provide an important dark, green pedestrian/
cycle way link and ecological corridor across Nansledan;
• The northern section of Stret Trystan, the lies along the approximate
line of Public Right of Way (PROW) 50 from Quintrell Road to Kosti
Vian. It is a wider street than those around it with more trees to provide
a permanent memory of the former footpath route. Where it joins
Quintrell Road is a small green which also forms the start of the lane
to Kosti Veur. This northern section of the PROW is generally more
urban in character: further south it becomes greener and more rural as
it approaches Kosti Vian;
• Kresennik Pennfenten, defined by four mixed use Art Deco buildings,
provides visitors to Newquay with the first opportunity to turn left or right
into Nansledan: in this way, it forms the new south-eastern gateway to
Nansledan and articulates the transition between rural and new urban
areas. In time, when the land to the east is developed and this square is
completed, it will evolve into one of the key local centres for Nansledan;

© 2021
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• The existing houses on the eastern side of Quintrell Road are a mixture
of detached, semi-detached and terraced houses in relatively small plots.
The new houses fronting Quintrell Road will be set back behind a tree
planted verge, incorporating street parking, alongside a pedestrian/
cycleway. These trees will provide shelter and a filtering visual screen for
these properties; and
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Urban Design
KOSTI VEUR

2. Stret Kosti Veur

3. Kresennik Shoppa

4. Quintrell Road

5. Kresennik Penfenton

6. Stret Eurther Penndragon & Stret Myghtern Arthur
• Stet Euther Penndragon will be the primary street of Nansledan and forms
part of the NSR. Generally, buildings will tend to be more formal than those
on other streets to reinforce the primary role of the street. This importance
is reflected in the wider street dimensions, the more decorative railings
and bigger front gardens, and the formal street tree planting. Coincidental
with the point at which Stret Euther Penndragon turns to run downhill
and becomes Stet Myghtern Arthur a new public square defined by three
storey mixed use buildings, Plen Tennyson, is created.
7. Lergh Kosti Wartha & Lergh Kosti

8. Park Karvannek, Lergh Karvannek Soth, Gwarak Trystan, Stret Trystan

Design

1. Kosti Veur
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3. TREWOLEK
Trewolek sits on the north-eastern plateau and lies between the quarters of Kosti
Veur and Chapelkenrhwili. Being more towards the south eastern urban edge of
Nansledan, it will feel a little less urban than Kosti Veur.
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The Trewolek quarter emblem is the Sea Campion.
The key attributes of Trewolek are:
• The Kresennik Pennfenten roundabout and Stret Euther Penndragon, which are
common to the Kosti Veur and Riel quarter;
• This section of Fordh Koyntrel (Quintrell Road) has a formal streetscape to emphasis
its gateway role. Houses fronting Fordh Koyntrel are set back behind a tree planted
verge, alongside a pedestrian/cycleway;
• Kwartron Gweyth Kew an Lergh, a local square at the junction of Stret Myghtern
Arthur and Lergh Kosti contains a business hub, cafe and other mixed uses The
scale and character of which will be commensurate with the adjoining town-houses
along the Main Street;
• Part of Stret Kosti forms the western edge to Trewolek. The section adjoining
Kwartron Gweyth Kew an Lergh is more formal in character, and the existing hedge
is replaced with structured tree planting;
• A new public green, Plen Mengleudh, is on the south side of the Stret Euther
Penndragon. The square has a formal character and is overlooked by houses
surrounding it. It is laid to lawn with bound gravel paths and defined by formal tree
planting, formal hedges, and gates set on stone plinths. Street parking is provided on
three sides;
• Plas Lethesow, a walled community garden enclosed by a Cornish hedge includes
allotments and an informal play space; and
• Stret Duk Kernow, a secondary residential street, forms the southern boundary of
Trewolek, and provides an important link from Fordh Koyntrel to the eastern end of Stret
an Varghas. A sequence of ‘events’ in the form of local squares are provided along its
route. These provide the opportunity and focus for mixed uses.

Design

© 2021
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Urban Design
TREWOLEK

1. Kresennik Pennfenten

2. Fordh Koyntrel (Quintrell Road)

3. Stret Eutehr Penndragon and Stret Myghtern Arthur

4. Park Medgleudh

5. Kwartron Gweyth Kew and Lergh

8. Plas Lethesow

9. Trolergh Chapelkenrhwili

Design

7. Lergh Kosti

6. Stret Duk Kernow and Kresennik Eglos
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4. KOSTI VIAN
Laying at the southern edge on the northern side of the Chapel Stream
this area has the listed farmstead as its focus. This land forms some of
the steepest within Nansledan which will give the streets in this part of
Nansledan a particular and distinctive character.
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The Kosti Vian quarter emblem is the Southern Marsh Orchid.
The key attributes of Kosti Vian are:
• The Kosti Vian farmstead, comprising a stone built farmhouse, two holiday
cottages and a farm square of listed stone built barns. It is anticipated that
the farmhouse and holiday cottages would remain in residential use but
the barns will need to be found an appropriate beneficial new use;
• The land to the south of Kosti Vian falls away towards the Chapel Stream.
This will be kept open as an orchard to preserve the rural character of the
setting of the listed buildings;
• Lergh Kosti, the established farm track that links Kosti Veur and Kosti Vian
forms a key green route that runs north-south across Nansledan. The track
runs along the contour and is defined by a well established hedgerow and
some wind sculpted trees;
• The land to the west of Lergh Kosti is relatively steep. Houses on the roads
that run east west in this area will generally step with the contours, and
will diminish in scale around the listed buildings of Kosti Vian, similar in
character to almshouses or fisherman’s cottages;
• Gover Chapelkenrhwili, as previously noted is a key natural feature and
this green corridor will be retained and enhanced to provide not only an
important ecological resource but also an important place for recreation;
and
• Plen Gwelva Woles, a mixed use local square, provides a significant
‘event’ on the secondary streets of Stret Duk Kernow and Stret Galahad
which forms the northern edge of this area. The topography is quite steep
and the square will form a natural belvedere, proving a place from which
to enjoy the views down to Pons Chapelkenrhwili and valley.

Design
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KOSTI VIAN

2. Bownder Kosti

1. Tredre Kosti Vian farmstead

3. Steep ground

4. Plen Gwelva Woles

7. Avalennek Leuhi

Design

6. Cover Chapelkernhwili

5. Stret Duk Kernow
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5. CHAPELKENRHWILI
This southern area lies between Stret Kosti to the west and Fordh Koyntrel
(Quintrell Road) to the east, with Skol Nansledan, the primary school,
and Park Gwari Hay Wolves recreation ground in the south. Like Kosti
Vian, this quarter is on the urban fringe of Nansledan and so feels a bit
more rural than the more central quarters of the town.
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The Chapelkenrhwili quarter emblem is the Common Toadflax.
The key attributes of Chapelkenrhwili are:
• Stret Duk Kernow, the secondary street, along the north boundary
provides an important link from Fordh Koyntrel to the eastern end of
Stret an Varghas. A sequence of ‘events’ in the form of local squares
are provided along its route, which provide the opportunity and
focus for a mix of uses;
• In celebration of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee an avenue of
sixty sycamore trees was planted along Rosva Las Jubile (Chapel
Lane). The avenue marks the south-eastern edge of the residential
development. It is addressed by relatively large detached and
semi-detached houses in larger plots. It is anticipated that the level
crossing at Chapel will be closed by Network Rail once the NSR has
been completed and this will change the character of this avenue to
become a dedicated pedestrian and cycle route;
• A key element of the Nansledan green infrastructure strategy is the
creation of Park Gwari Hay Wolves recreation ground along the
south-east edge of the developed part of this area. This will provide
high quality sporting facilities which will be well connected to
Nansledan and provide a suitable layered transition from the new
urban fabric of the development to the rural hinterland beyond; and
• Skol Nansledan, at the corner of Fordh Koyntrel and Rosva las Jubile
is intended to be accessible to children both from within Nansledan
and the immediate hinterland on foot and by bicycle.

Design
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Urban Design
CHAPELKENRHWILI

1. Fordh Koyntrel (Quintrel Road)

2. Plen Hay Wartha

3. Skol Nansledan

4. Park Gwari Hay Wolves

5. Rosva Las Jublie and Lergh Jublie

6. Hynsledan Lugan

7. Stret Duk Kernow

8. Kresennik Eglos

Design
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6. TREVENSON
This northern area to the west of Halfenten abuts Henver Road to the
north and Trevenson Road and Newquay Tretherras Academy and its
playing fields to the west. Its more central position will tend to make it
feel more urban in character than some of the more peripheral quarters.
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The Trevenson quarter emblem is the Sea Thrift.
The key attributes of Trevenson are:
• Stret Gawain, the western arm of the NSR, connects this area to the
town centre to the south-east and Trevenson Road and Porth Four
roundabout to the north-west. This important route is crossed by the
eastern and western tributaries of the Chapel stream and includes
two minor squares. These minor squares will be the focus of mixed
uses;
• Gover Pennhalow, the eastern tributary of the Chapel Stream, rises
as a spring, Fenton Penhalow, in the north. The tributary sits within
a broad green corridor down to the Chapel stream and is crossed
by a series of low bridges. Its edges will be defined by residential
development which will front the green, a boggy area, which is key
ecological haven within Nansledan. To that end, light should be
kept to a minimum around the edge of this key space;
• Gover Gwandra, the western tributary of the Chapel Stream, is
smaller and will have a more urban character with a harder edge
in the form of a rill or semi-engineered stream with perhaps one
masonry wall, running alongside the edge of the street, with
residential development fronting it;
• Dowrlan Gover Chapelkenrhwilli, The Chapel Stream corridor, forms
the southern edge to this area, providing an important ecological
and recreational resource. As well as connecting to Trevenson via
the green corridors associated with its tributaries a green link at the
western end connects the stream with the new common, Newquay
Tretherras Academy and Sports Hall;
• Kresennik Hal Wandra is a square defined by mixed use buildings
that will form the local centre of this part of Nansledan. It is
anticipated that there will be a monument within this square; and
• Plen Avallon marks the junction of Stret Avallon, the western arm of
the NSR, with Stret Kammelos, a road limited to local traffic only and
a rapid transit bus route into the historic town centre of Newquay.

Design
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Urban Design
TREVENSON

T

O
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E
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1. Stret Gawain

2.Kresennik Hal Wanda and Plen Avallon

3. Stret Galahad

4. Fenton Penhalow

D
E

5. Dowr Pennhalow East & West, Gover Pennhalow and Pons Pennhalow

6. Gover Gwanda

Design

7. Dowrain Gover Chapelkenrhwili
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7. RIEL
This quarter of Nansledan, triangular-in shape forms the eastern edge of
Nansledan. The Quintrell Road and Railton Road form its western and
northern boundary’s. To the east is open countryside.

Design Manual

Urban Design

The Riel quarter emblem is the Ox-Eye Daisy.
The key attributes of Riel are:
• Stret Merdhin forms part of the NSR that runs east from Kresennik
Penfenton on Quintrell Road towards the Newquay Airport and
Aerohub Enterprise Zone to the northeast. Plen Riel, a local square,
defined by some mixed use buildings, sits on Stret Merdhin and
articulates the bend in the NSR;
• The streets running down the contour should have more bay windows
than other parts of Nansledan to afford those residents views from
their houses down their street and out into the wider countryside.
The distinctive street types defined by this character are intended to
reflect the “resort residential” street type defined in the Pattern Book;
• Lergh Garvannek, overlooking Pras Trewolek, will provide and
elegant permanent eastern edge to Nansledan with detached and
semi detached villas, and short terraces of townhouses overlooking
the terraced community orchards and out to the SANG beyond; and
• The existing allotments on the Rialton Road and the new allotments at
Parkyn Pelyas will form an important part of the Duchy’s sustainable
food strategy for the whole of Nansledan.

Design
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Urban Design
RIEL

5. BreWolrs - Rialton Road

6. Allotments

2. Fordh Koyntrel (Quintrell Road)

3. Stret Merdhin

4. Plen Riel

7. Stret Riel

9. Radial Streets

Design

8. Lergh Garvannek and Pras Trewolek

1. Kresennik Penfention
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8. HENDRA
The Hendra Quarter land is the southernmost quarter of Nansledan
and will in time form the entrance into Newquay from the south. It
is situated across Gover Chapelkernhwilli, and linked by a causeway
over third party land to the main area of Nansledan. It is bounded by a
railway line to the north, Trencreek Road development to the west, the
A392 to the south, and arable land to the east. The land slopes down to
the north, and affords long views across the valley and out to see.
The Hendra quarter emblem is the Autumnal Hawkbit.
The key attributes of Hendra are:
• Stret Lancelot, the southernmost section of the NSR, bisects this
quarter, completing the link between the A392 West Road and A3059
Rialton Road. The new junction of the NSR with the A392 will be
designed as a new gateway to Nansledan from the south marked
by two grand crescents of Art Deco employment and residential
buildings. In keeping with its status as a primary road, buildings will
be nestled close together forming a continuous frontage and will
be between two and three storeys. As Stret Lancelot goes north, the
employment buildings on the eastern side will become gable end on
to the street with small parking courts in between. These buildings
must be detailed to with sympathetic materials and windows to
balance the residential accommodation on the other side of the street;
• At the centre of Hendra is a local square (name needed!) where Stret
Lancelot makes a slight bend. This location will form the mixed-use
local centre for residents of Hendra;
• At the north end of Hendra, Pons Kew Bedrek, a new granite clad
bridge, will span the existing railway line. To achieve this, Stret
Lancelot must be elevated above the natural topography. The road
will be buttressed by employment buildings. These buildings may
have an upper ground floor on the road, and a lower ground floor
opening onto employment courtyards at the lower level or they may
be detached. Because of the location adjacent to the railway line, it
is considered that this land would be appropriate for B1 use;

• There is provision at Hendra for a replacement Household Waste
Recycling Centre (HWRC). This would be located on the east side of
Stret Lancelot and will be dig into the ground and screened from the
surrounding roads by employment buildings.

• Space is reserved in Hendra for Gorsay Kew Bedrek, a potential future
rail halt. This rail halt would provide an important transportation
option for all residents of Nansledan and southeast Newquay. Its
location is immediately off of the NSR for easy access;
• Land is also reserved in Hendra adjacent to Gorsay Kew Bedrek for
a Park and Ride facility for Newquay; and

Design
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HENDRA

1. Park an Dre (West Road)

P1120732

2. Stret Lancelot

4. Gorsay Kew Bedrek (Rail Halt, Park and Ride)

5. Kresen Eylgylghya Atal Chi ‘Park an Dre’ (Employment)

Design

3. Pons Kew Bedrek
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Key Urban Design Principles
Closing the Vista
Layout design for each of the quarters must make great effort to use
buildings as focal points and terminate views of internal routes. The
main building and entrance should be the focus and not its garage
or driveway in any key vista. Plot arrangement must originate
from a key building strategy that will create landmarks and local
distinctiveness between areas. Key building / landmark distinction
can be achieved by careful choice of material and colour; a higher
order and feature rich door and windows surround; its height and
roof form; or its use (i.e shop front).

Building closes street view, with landscape backdrop

Accidental enclosure of street

Building changes direction or alignment of street

Building changes direction of alignment of street

Building changes direction or alignment of street

Cornish hedge and planting provide enclosure

Landmark building and obelisk announces arrival

Buildings enclose square

Curvature of street closes view

Curvature of street closes view

Curvature of street closes view

Design

© 2021

Accidental enclosure of street, no one building in focus
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Key Urban Design Principles
Limited view corridors along streets

Placement of key buildings – special materials

Narrow Streets

The combination of built form and street alignment should be utilised to
provide visual interest along routes. Although a longer straight section of
road can be appropriate in some instances, such as channelling a long
view out over the adjoining landscape or towards a high street, it will be
more appropriate most of the time to create streets with visual stops for
greater intimacy and sense of place in residential areas. A meandering
or sinuous building line limits the view corridor, regulates traffic speed
and is inviting for further exploration and the discovery of new places in
the locality. This will be increasingly important as the developed areas in
Nansledan expand over time.

The combination of built form and street alignment should be utilised to
provide visual interest along routes. Although a longer straight section of
road can be appropriate in some instances, such as channelling a long
view out over the adjoining landscape or towards a high street, it will be
more appropriate most of the time to create streets with visual stops for
greater intimacy and sense of place in residential areas. A meandering
or sinuous building line limits the view corridor, regulates traffic speed
and is inviting for further exploration and the discovery of new places in
the locality. This will be increasingly important as the developed areas in
Nansledan expand over time.

Narrow streets are encouraged to limit vehicular speeds along residential
streets and also resonate with local characteristics. On days when shelter
from the Atlantic weather is particularly needed these shorter streets
with enclosing built form and changes in direction can offer a protected
choice of routes.

Design
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Tenure blind development

Material hierarchy

Footway crossovers will be designed for pedestrian priority. Key
pedestrian routes and Public Rights of Way should be provided with step
free movement for pedestrians. Raised tables at crossing points forcing
vehicular traffic to slow is of great benefit to sustain local walking and
cycling patterns and provides the extra safety to encourage both young
and old people to enjoy an active lifestyle.

Each Nansledan quarter will provide clusters of affordable housing
that will be indistinguishable in exterior quality and appearance from
adjacent market housing. Public realm materials will follow palettes as
set out for each street type to provide a street character devoid of tenure
characterisation.

The palette of public realm materials should be restrained and hierarchical.
Surface materials will in combination with choice of building materials
create the characteristics of streets, a special place or square that sets
areas apart throughout Nansledan, but within a framework that provides
a coherent overall appearance. Materials (and the colour of materials)
should aid legibility for what is pedestrian and vehicular space and where
boundaries occur for mixed modes in shared surface environments.
Additional detail for highway design can be found in Appendix 4 Highway Key Design Details Manual.

Quiet walking / cycle routes
A network of tertiary streets providing shared surface areas with much
reduced vehicle speeds gives pedestrians and cyclists route options
through the development for quiet and uninterupted movement in the
locality. Quiet shared surface routes should be connected between
quarters providing a pedestrian and cycle sub-network where young
children can safely walk to school or use a bicycle to visit local friends.

Primary street

Secondary street

Tertiary shared surface street

Lane

Local pedestrian route

Design
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Primary street (A3058)
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Footway crossovers
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Minimal signage

Street names

Building set back and boundary treatments

All the streets will be designed to give an inherently clear indication
of appropriate speeds, give way points etc. The need for additional
signage should therefore be kept to a minimum. Similarly, a legible and
connected hierarchy of streets will ensure that the need for signposted
wayfinding can be kept to a minimum. Where sign posting is required it
will be minimal, robust, adaptable and durable and respond to the design
already adopted in previous quarters. To avoid unnecessary visual clutter
and to maintain legibility, street signage will be mounted on buildings,
garden walls or street furniture before resorting to the need for separate
signposting poles.

Naming of streets will follow the set principle of using Morte D’Arthur
and local place names weft and warp that has already been established
in the early completed phases of development.

Building set back and boundary treatments should be hierarchical
originating from the Nansledan movement strategy and as such enhance
legibility throughout and across quarters. Key routes will be defined
more formally with a building set-back appropriate for a balanced
height-width ratio and strategic level of the route. Materials, such as
granite plinths and railings should be utilised to further articulate the
street hierarchy. Side streets and low traffic residential areas will have
more informal and softer boundaries. This, in combination with shared
surface arrangements will create a streetscape that is residential and
visually restrictive to vehicle traffic.

Street signs mounted on walls to reduce
clutter. Lettering to be maximum 190mm
tall. Avarage letter height to be 76mm.

Wayfinding and road safety signs limited to
where necessary and at key junctions.

Location for street signage on building elevation

Design

Streets should be designed to be self
policing in terms of parking, reducing the
need for restrictive parking signs and surface
painting.
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25mm thick slate resin bounded into wall. Slate to be 320mm tall.
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Occupied parking courts

Overlooked parking court entrances

Perimeter block development and a permeable network creates
opportunities with buildings to define the edges of the public realm. It
is paramount that particularly corner buildings will address the public
areas and avoid blank elevations or gable walls. Aside from creating
homes with plenty of natural light and a visually pleasing and inviting
street environment, fenestrated elevations will provide overlooking and
a sense of security for people in the public realm.

With parking courts being one of the key elements to allocate sufficient
parking in Nansledan it is important that their integration is successful
in terms of safety and manoeuvrability but also innovative to achieve
a humanised space that besides its function has a residential character.
Flats over garages (FOGs) or houses should be used to divide parking
areas into sub-areas. These transitional characteristics blurs the line
between residential streets and parking areas and brings in a level of soft
landscaping along into the courts.

All parking courts must have two points of access to avoid the creation
of spaces that have only a single purpose, i.e parking cars. With the
ability for movment through these spaces they serve a wider purpose for
movement in the locality and creates a sense that these spaces too could
have secondary uses when devoid of cars. Secondary accesses to parking
courts may be pedestrian and cycle only and by encouraging convenient
movement routes through also offer passive surveillance for the benefit
of all residents.

Design Manual

Public realm facing elevations
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Streets and Spaces
This section describes the aesthetic for all streets within the Nansledan,
Newquay. It is intended to provide a clear vision for each street type and
a typical ‘menu’ of design details for all public realm components. This
typical standard ‘menu’ may be supplemented by a complimentary subset of special street design details for specific important urban spaces.
A clear, robust street layout will create a simple, legible, practical and
durable framework for the entire area of Nansledan.
The street design strategy focuses upon the quality of the public realm
and the built elements which will influence its success, including the
scale and character of the buildings that will enclose it. This will ensure
that all design components are coordinated at the detailed design stage
to achieve a high quality, contextually appropriate public realm that can
be implemented on a phase by phase basis in a coordinated fashion.
The first part of this section describes the overall street hierarchy and the
design principles that underpin the strategy. It then goes onto describe
the specific street design components that will unify streetscape and built
form as one cohesive composition. A coordinated palette of streetscape
materials, street furniture, lighting and planting for each street in the
hierarchy is also described.

Design

The design intent for special streets and spaces, including boundary
treatments within each Character Area and/or Phase will be described
within a Street Character statement that is prepared prior to the design
of that Character Area and/or Phase.
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Public Realm - The North Cornish Context
The following aspirations have been set to achieve a high quality
public realm for Nansledan that integrates with the existing town
and reflects the North Cornish context;
•

The design of the public realm should incorporate attractive
integrated elements that are distinctively North Cornish and
which are inherently sustainable due to the use, as far as
possible, of locally sourced materials. This strategy will also
benefit the local economy and is an intrinsic part of the Duchy’s
holistic sustainable vision;

•

Create a series of linked urban streets and spaces that have a
clearly defined role and function;

•

Establish a clear hierarchy between different streets and spaces
to create a distinctive urban character that defines public and
private areas;

•

Create an enduring environment that offers value for money and
which can be managed and maintained effectively over time.

Design Manual

Streets and Spaces
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Streets and Spaces
Streets for All
Nansledan streets are designed as places primarily for people, not
just conduits for the efficient movement of vehicles. A high priority
is therefore placed on meeting the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and
public transport users, so that growth in these sustainable modes of
travel is encouraged. The objective of the street design for Nansledan
is to create a connected, safe, convenient and attractive environment
that encourages people to use the public realm and so enriches the
experience of living and working in the area.
Generous footpaths, verges and street tree planting help create a new
urban area of Newquay that is locally distinctive whilst uniting it with
adjoining residential districts, open space and the countryside beyond.
The carriageway layout is designed to control traffic speeds naturally
and responds to the layout of the built form so that it appears to be
a natural consequence of it. This reinforces the vision that this is a
place for people, not just cars.
Cyclists have free access along all public streets and share the
carriageway with vehicles travelling at low speeds. At junctions
between secondary streets and on tertiary streets and squares,
shared spaces give equal priority to all users.

Design

Overall, the principles of ‘Manual for Streets’ (2007) have informed
the street design for Nansledan.
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Street Design Speed
Traffic calming measures are treated as an integral part of the layout
and detail design of Nansledan streets. As far as possible, the streets
are designed to control speed naturally rather than incorporate ‘bolt
on’ measures such as speed humps and artificial width restrictions.
The objective is to reduce the speed and flow of motor vehicles in
order to minimise conflict between various users of the street. To
this end a range of design speeds for each street in the hierarchy has
been established. For primary streets it is between 20 and 25mph
(varies according to location), for secondary streets it is 20mph and
for tertiary streets the aim is 10mph. A variety of design principles
can be deployed to achieve these goals and the manner in which
they are achieved will vary according to the position of the street
within the overall hierarchy. The principles are;
•

Shifts in perception and psychology between driver and
pedestrian;

•

Physical features that are a natural consequence of built form
and street layout;

•

Reduced street dimensions;

•

Reduced visibility;

•

Minimal street signage.

Design Manual

Streets and Spaces

All these principles are incorporated in the layout and design details
for each street within the Nansledan hierarchy and are illustrated in
the accompanying design speed diagram for key routes across the
site. The design details are described in Section 4.2 Street Typology.

Design
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Streets and Spaces
Car Parking
The arrangements for car parking are an integral part of the
Nansledan masterplan street layout. Reference is made to Cornwall
Council’s guidelines for parking standards contained within the
Newquay Neighbourhood Plan. The majority of dwellings will be
provided with at least 2 allocated parking spaces and an allocated
garage, although there will be a number of one bedroom properties
that will a single allocated space. Additional car parking spaces
will be provided throughout the development for visitors and for
unallocated residential use to mitigate the risk of unmanaged ad-hoc
parking on the highway.
The approach is designed to achieve the following objectives:
•

Provide secure parking throughout the development with
consideration given to natural surveillance and appropriate
lighting;

•

Provide an adequate supply of parking in locations that are
convenient to users of commercial and retail facilities, residents
and their visitors; and

•

Provide a parking layout that is integral to the street layout, that
harmonises the appearance and vitality of the layout without
dominating it.

To achieve these objectives five means of accommodating car
parking in Nansledan have been incorporated within the masterplan
street layout:
On-street, integral to the street layout and within parallel bays
no more than 36m in length (equivalent to 6 spaces), separated
by street trees;

•

Within formal urban squares (on street chevron parking);

•

Within parking courts and mews as designated bays, car ports
or garages, overlooked by adjoining properties to maximise
residential privacy and security;

•

On-plot, within front or rear gardens;

•

Within the proposed Park and Ride facility as designated bays;

•

Within dedicated car parks associated with retail development.

Design

•
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Street Hierarchy
The Nansledan masterplan incorporates a clear and distinctive
hierarchy of streets which is reflected in the design details proposed
for each street. The hierarchy is illustrated in the accompanying plan.
The street hierarchy not only provides for the necessary vehicle
circulation but also reinforce differences in urban character
throughout Nansledan. The hierarchy consists of five main street
types:
Primary, secondary, tertiary (traditional), tertiary (shared surface),
parking courts/mews and green lanes.
The specification for each street type is described in the section on
Street Typology below.

Street Hierarchy

Design
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Street Typology
Primary Streets

Street Character
These are the largest scale and most important streets of Nansledan,
off which a connected network of secondary and tertiary streets
will lead. They are the focus of life and activity for Nansledan and
incorporate a mix of employment and residential building uses. Their
character is determined by the way buildings enclose the space,
which contributes to subtle changes in character along the length of
the street. A positive sense of enclosure and the associated activities
combine to create an interesting environment.

Use
Primary streets include a mix of uses including retail, employment
and residential.

Building Character
The architecture along primary streets reflects their relative
importance within the fabric of the town. Houses will have formal
front boundary treatments, larger front gardens, and grander, more
formal high-style architecture. The ground floor of houses will
be 2.7m minimum to give greater scale to these buildings, and to
facilitate the future conversion of the ground floor into commercial
space if needs change.

Key dimensions
Carriageway

Footpath
Cycleway
On-street parking/verge

Defensible zone
Street trees

Design speed

Generally, 6.0m (to accommodate
buses) with greater widths at specific
locations (e.g. Main Street and key
nodes)
3.0 – 5.0m
On-street
2.4m x 36.0m (max.) unallocated
parallel arrangement to accommodate
up to 6 cars
500mm (min.) – 2.0m
Medium/large scale species (in sheltered locations at key junctions/spaces
and between parking bays)
20-25 mph (varies according to location)

Materials
•

Carriageway: Macadam

•

Footpath: ‘Eco-Granite’ paving blocks in Cornish natural finish
- supplier Hanson Formpave or ‘Brett Lugano’ paving blocks in
Misty Grey finish - supplier Brett Landscapes or similar approved.

•

Raised Kerbs: Cornish granite flame finish - supplier De Lank
Quarry or similar approved. Diamond sawn and flame finish in
straights. Radials to be specials.

•

Special features at junctions: Cornish granite setts
200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid stretcher bond and
‘Eco-Granite’ or ‘Brett Lugano’ paving blocks in Cornish natural
finish as above.

Streetscape
These streets have a formal streetscape to emphasise their primary role.
This importance is reflected in the wider street dimensions and the formal,
structural street tree planting in sheltered locations. The application of
a simple palette of robust, timeless and predominantly locally sourced
paving materials establishes a common theme to the street design and
run through the entire development to provide visual continuity.

Buildings on primary streets will generally be 2-3 storeys high, with
a higher proportion of 2.5 storey buildings than other street types,
and up to 5 storeys high in the Stret an Vergas market street area.
There will be a band of masonry between the top floor window
head and the main eaves of the roof in contrast to the detail on
tertiary streets to help to reinforce the street hierarchy.
Mixed use and non-residential buildings will similarly tend to be
more formal in character than those on other street types.

Movement
The importance of these streets is reflected in their wider dimensions.
They are conventional streets with 3 – 5 metre wide footpaths to
either side of the carriageway. Cyclists share the carriageway with
motorists.

Design

The vertical and horizontal alignment of primary streets are designed
to control speed naturally without the need for artificial traffic
calming measures such as speed humps and width restrictions.
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Street Lighting
Lights are mounted on columns located at the outside edge of
footpaths. They are positioned opposite each other down the street
and coordinated with street tree locations to ensure that illumination
is not compromised. Hooded or shielded lanterns are used to direct
light downwards to minimise light pollution. They will form part of
a cohesive family of fittings. The level of lighting is kept as low and
discrete as possible and provide a warm white light.
Lanterns are DW Windsor, Urbis or similar approved, mounted on 8m
columns.

Signage
The signage philosophy will be as set out in the section on Street
Signage below and kept to a minimum.

Typical Residential Street Section

Typical Commercial/Mixed Use Street Section

Design
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Street Typology
Secondary Streets

Streetscape

Street Character

Paving materials are the same as those used for primary streets to
provide visual continuity. In sheltered locations, secondary streets
can incorporate smaller scale street tree planting in combination with
unallocated on-street parking bays. Where space allows, a feature tree
may be planted to define key junctions with primary streets.

Secondary streets generally connect with primary streets. They
provide access to residential and commercial properties and connect
with tertiary streets, parking courts and mews. Their smaller scale is
appropriate to the predominantly 2/2.5 storey residential buildings
that enclose them. They are less formal than primary streets but
retain the general consistent building line with localised pinch points
to define public spaces or junctions.

Materials
•

Carriageway: Macadam

•

Footpath: ‘Eco-Granite’ paving blocks in Cornish natural finish
- supplier Hanson Formpave or ‘Brett Lugano’ paving blocks in
Misty Grey finish - supplier Brett Landscapes or similar approved.

•

Raised Kerbs: Cornish granite flame finish - supplier De Lank Quarry
or similar approved. Diamond sawn in straights. Radials to be specials.

•

Special features at junctions: Cornish granite setts
200x200x100mm, fame finish, flush and laid stretcher bond and
‘Eco-Granite’ or ‘Brett Lugano’ paving blocks in Cornish natural
finish as above.

Use
Secondary streets relate predominantly to residential areas along
with some mixed uses adjacent to primary streets.

Building Character
Buildings to secondary streets are simpler and less formal than those to
primary streets, with less elaborate detailing. Generally, buildings are
set back from the street to a depth of 1 – 1.5m behind a low wall or
wall with railings. Occasionally buildings can be brought forward with a
nominal set back of 500-800mm. Buildings are generally 2 to 2.5 storeys.
There will be a band of masonry between the top floor window
head and the main eaves of the roof in contrast to the detail on
tertiary streets to help to reinforce the street hierarchy.

Movement

Street Lighting
Street lighting is similar to primary streets although, where possible,
lanterns should be mounted on buildings rather than on columns.
Lanterns are DW Windsor, Urbis or similar approved, mounted on
5m columns if not wall mounted.

Signage

These are conventional streets with footpaths to either side of the
carriageway. Cyclists share the carriageway with motorists.

The signage philosophy will be as set out in the section on Street
Signage below and kept to a minimum.

A combination of on-street, unallocated parallel parking and allocated
on-plot resident’s parking is provided. On-street parking bays are
finished with the same surface treatment as the carriageway.

Key dimensions
Carriageway
Footpath
Cycleway
On-street parking

Design

Privacy zone
Street trees
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Design speed

4.5m wide (at pinch points created by
buildings) and up to 6m (if on a bus route)
2.0m on both sides
On-street
2.2m x 6.0m unallocated parallel
arrangement (generally one side, but
may be needed on both sides in some
locations)
500mm – 1.5m
Medium/small scale species between
on-street parking (in sheltered locations)
20mph
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Tertiary Streets (Traditional)

Materials

Street Character

•

Carriageway: Macadam

Traditional tertiary streets generally lead from primary or secondary streets
and are narrow streets with footpaths to either side of the carriageway.
They provide access to dwellings, mews streets and parking courts.
Occasionally these are combined tertiary shared surface streets.

•

Footpath: ‘Eco Granite’ paving blocks in Cornish natural finish
- supplier Hanson Formpave or ‘Brett Lugano’ paving blocks in
Misty Grey finish - supplier Brett Landscapes or similar approved.

•

Raised kerbs: Cornish granite flame finish - supplier De Lank
Quarry or similar approved.

•

Defensible zone: Granite brick paving laid stretcher bond –
supplier Weinberger or similar approved.

•

Special features at junctions: Cornish granite setts
200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid stretcher bond and
‘Eco-Granite’ or ‘Brett Lugano’ paving blocks as above.

•

Special feature at threshold to parking courts: Cornish granite setts,
200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid stretcher bond.

Use
The traditional tertiary streets generally relate to residential areas.

Building Character
Buildings are generally of simple design with a nominal set back of
500-800mm. Occasionally deeper setbacks are permitted. Generally,
where building setbacks are greater than 1.0m boundary treatments
are either a low wall or a wall with railings. Buildings are two storey
with low eaves.

Movement
These are traditional streets with 2m wide footpaths to either side
of a narrow carriageway. A privacy margin is provided in front of
buildings (min. 500mm).

Key dimensions
Carriageway

Footpath
Cycleway
On-street parking
Privacy zone
Street trees
Design speed

Variable (min. 4.1m/6.0m clear space
opposite perpendicular parking, 7.0m
clear space opposite garages)
2.0m
On-street
2.0m x 6.0m Unallocated parallel
arrangement
500mm – 2.0m
Occasionally between on-street
parking, small/medium scale species
10 - 15 mph

Design Manual
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Street Lighting
Generally, lights will be on 5m columns, staggered down the street.
Where possible, lanterns should be wall mounted fittings and the
lighting level is kept as low as possible. Lanterns are DW Windsor,
Urbis or similar approved.

Signage
The signage philosophy will be as set out in the section on Street
Signage below and kept to a minimum.

Streetscape
Tertiary streets are designed to feel more intimate and domestic
in scale. The use of materials, whilst similar to secondary streets,
is intended to provide a richness of character and allows for the
flexibility to include more bespoke materials from local salvage and
reclamation yards, in accordance with the suggestions for pedestrian
spaces described in the Newquay Pattern Book.

Design
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Tertiary Streets (Shared Surface)

Materials

Street Character

•

Shared surface tertiary streets generally lead from secondary or
tertiary traditional streets, but occasionally lead from primary streets.
They are narrow streets with shared surfaces where practical. They
provide access to a small number of dwellings, mews streets and
parking courts.

Shared surface carriageway: bitumen macadam with central
drainage channel or ‘Eco-Granite’ paving blocks in Cornish
natural finish -supplier Hanson Formpave or ‘Brett Lugano’
paving blocks in Misty Grey finish - supplier Brett Landscapes or
similar approved, laid in a herringbone pattern.

•

Flush kerbs and channels: Cornish granite flame finished –
supplier De Lank Quarry or similar approved.

•

Defensible zone: Reclaimed granite setts laid stretcher bond –
supplier De Lank Quarry or similar approved.

•

Special features at Junctions: ‘Eco-Granite’ or ‘Brett Lugano’
paving blocks as above.

•

Special features band to carriageway: Cornish granite setts,
200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid stretcher bond.

•

Special features at threshold to parking courts: Cornish
granite setts, 200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid
stretcher bond.

Use
Shared surface tertiary streets generally relate to residential areas

Building Character
Building character for shared surface tertiary streets is similar to that
for traditional tertiary streets.

Movement
These are shared surface streets with no footpaths. A defensible
zone is provided in front of buildings (min. 500mm).

Key dimensions
Carriageway

Footpath
Cycleway
On-street parking
Privacy zone
Street trees
Design speed

Variable (min. 4.1m/6.0m clear space
opposite perpendicular parking, 7.0m
clear space opposite garages)
Shared surface
Shared surface
2.0m x 6.0m Unallocated informal
arrangement
500mm - 800mm

Street Lighting
Street lighting is similar to Tertiary Streets (Traditional). Street lighting
is via wall mounted fittings and the lighting level is kept as low as
possible. Lanterns are DW Windsor, Urbis or similar approved.

Signage
The signage philosophy will be as set out in the section on Street
Signage below and kept to a minimum.

Informal arrangement within shared
surface, small/medium scale species
10 - 15 mph

Streetscape

Design

Tertiary streets are designed to feel more intimate and domestic
in scale. The use of materials is intended to provide a richness of
character and allows for the flexibility to include more bespoke
materials from local salvage and reclamation yards, in accordance
with the suggestions for pedestrian spaces described in the Newquay
Pattern Book.
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Green Lanes

Street Character

Materials

Green Lanes generally lead from both traditional and shared surface
tertiary streets. They are narrow shared surface lanes, generally on
the periphery of development alongside public open green space,
for instance the Chapel Stream valley parkland. They provide access
to houses with parkland frontage, mews streets and parking courts.

•

Shared surface carriageway: bitumen macadam.

•

Informal edge treatments and flush kerbs: Cornish granite flame
finished – supplier De Lank Quarry and Cornish granite setts,
200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid stretcher bond.

•

Defensible zone: Slate mulch – supplier Trevillet Quarry.

•

Special features at junctions: Cornish granite setts,
200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid stretcher bond
– supplier De Lank Quarry or similar approved and ‘EcoGranite’ paving blocks in Cornish natural finish -supplier Hanson
Formpave or ‘Brett Lugano’ paving blocks in Misty Grey finish
- supplier Brett Landscapes or similar approved.

•

Special features at thresholds to parking courts: Cornish
granite setts, 200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid
stretcher bond – supplier De Lank Quarry or similar approved.

Use
Green Lanes generally relate to residential areas.

Building Character
Building character for Green Lanes will be similar to that for
traditional and shared surface tertiary streets. In some locations
there may be larger scale, grander houses overlooking the adjoining
parkland.

Movement
These are shared surface streets with no footpaths. A defensible
zone is provided in front of buildings (min. 500mm).

Design Manual
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Street Lighting
Street Lighting will not be provided to Green Lanes.

Key dimensions
Carriageway
Defensible zone
Footpath
Cycleway
On-street parking
Privacy zone
Street trees
Design speed

Signage
Variable (min. 4.1m/6.0m)
min. 500mm
Shared surface
Shared surface
2.0m x 6.0m Unallocated informal
arrangement
500mm - 800mm

The signage philosophy will be as set out in the section on Street
Signage below and kept to a minimum.

Informal arrangement within shared
surface, small/medium scale species
10 - 15 mph

Streetscape
Green Lanes are designed in an informal manner to reflect their
location alongside parkland and to articulate the transition between the
urban area and green space beyond. The use of materials is intended to
reflect this landscape context and coordinate with the softer materials
and layout treatments of the adjoining parkland and countryside.

Design
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Street Typology
Parking Courts and Mews

Street Character

Streetscape

Parking courts and mews generally lead from secondary and tertiary
streets. They are designed as smaller scale, more intimate spaces
that incorporate shared surfaces within perimeter blocks. Part of
the character of these streets is that they have narrower entrances
widening into the mews itself. Where appropriate they include a
small number of mew houses or flats over garages (FOGS), to provide
passive spatial surveillance. Wherever possible, parking spaces and
garages are associated with the dwelling.

Paving materials is similar to secondary and tertiary streets to
provide visual continuity. A degree of spatial structure is introduced
through the use of small, tightly formed street trees and small shrub
beds or hedging. These serve to define parking spaces, reinforce
the domestic character and counteract the visual dominance of
parked cars.

Use
Mews are residential with garages, car ports and open parking. Parking
courts may relate to employment, mixed use or residential uses.

Building Character
Building character for parking courts and mews are similar to the
tertiary streets.

Materials
•

Carriageway/Parking Court: bitumen macadam.

•

Parking bay markers: Cornish granite setts, 100x100x100mm,
cropped flush- supplier reclamation yard or De Lank Quarry or
similar approved.

•

Special feature at threshold to parking courts: Cornish
granite sets, 200x200x100mm, flame finish, flush and laid
stretcher bond.

Movement

Street Lighting

These are shared surface streets with no footpath. A defensible zone
is provided in front of buildings.

Lighting is via wall mounted fittings and the lighting level is kept
as low as possible. Lanterns are DW Windsor, Urbis or similar
approved.

Key dimensions
Carriageway

Privacy zone
Footpath
Cycleway
On-street parking
Street trees

Signage
The signage philosophy will be as set out in the section on Street
Signage below and kept to a minimum.

Design

Design speed

Shared surface, variable widths min.
4.8m at entrances (6.0m opposite
perpendicular parking and 7.0m
opposite garages) Refuse vehicle
routing should be predetermined to
help with tracking at entrances.
500mm (min.)
Shared surface
Shared surface
2.0m x 6.0m Allocated formal
arrangement
Informal arrangement within shared
surface, small/medium scale species
10mph
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Cycleways and Footpaths
A series of pedestrian routes and cycleways are proposed across
the Site, including the retention of existing PRoW. These are to be
provided in accordance with the following design requirements.

Design Manual

Street Typology

Greenways
Minimum 3 metre wide paved surface for cyclists and pedestrians.
Where possible, greenways are to be designed in a way that can be
maintained to provide clear views from the greenway centre line to
the other side a minimum distance of 3.5 metres.

Materials
Self-binding gravel surface edged with pressure treated timber.
Parkland Footways
Minimum 2 metre wide. Where possible, to be designed in a way
that can be maintained to provide clear views from the footway
centre to either side for a minimum distance of 3.5 metres.

Materials
Self-binding gravel paths, colour buff. On gradients of more than
1 in 15 dense bitumen macadam with a rolled bound gravel
dressing, colour buff and shallower gradient alternatives to provided
alternatives to be provided for wheelchair users. Paths to be edged
with Pressure treated timber.
Informal paths may be simple mown grass. These routes would not
be lit.

Design
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Public Realm
Paving Materials
Overall, the palette of paving materials has been selected to reflect
the local vernacular and, in combination with those selected for
built form, will create a harmonious, integrated and contextually
appropriate street composition.
The palette is in accordance with the Pattern Book, see Appendix 2.
The materials list includes raw quarried materials such as local natural
stone. It also includes appropriate paving materials that incorporate
recycled copper slag, china clay stent and construction demolition
waste. The ethos for the scheme reflects local traditions of practicality
and economy and allows for the inclusion of traditional local materials
from reclamation yards. The use of reclaimed products reduces the
need to quarry and process new building stone and contributes to the
impression of a natural, well established street scene.
The palette of paving materials includes:
•

Cornish granite

•

Cornish slate

•

Cornish sandstone

•

Killas (Cornish mining term for sedimentary stone, e.g Delabole slate)

•

Brick clay pavers

•

‘Eco-pave’
and kerbs

•

‘Found objects’ from local reclamation yards such as granite
gateposts, Cornish hole stones, carved stones, cobbles, setts and
diamond chequered brick pavers.

‘Brett

Lugano’

proprietary

paving

blocks

Design

and
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Lighting Strategy

Street Lighting
The Street Lighting scheme in Nansledan
is designed to provide appropriate levels
of illumination for all streets, as well as
appropriate limitations on light pollution to
increase star visibility and protect nocturnal
wildlife in keeping with the dark sky
movement. The advantages of reducing light
pollution include an increased number of
stars visible at night, reducing the effects of
lighting on the environment, improving the
well-being and safety of both people and
wildlife, and cutting down on energy usage.
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Public Realm
Ecologically Sensitive Areas
Various areas within the Site have been identified as being ecologically
light sensitive, as shown. The green infrastructure area to the south
west along Chapel Stream/ Wetlands is required to be kept dark
(targeting levels of illuminance of ≤0.5 lux), with the exception of the
crossing points (where the Newquay Strategic Route crosses Chapel
Stream) where light spill will be minimised and mitigated as far as
possible whilst maintaining the required design illuminance on the
roads. The sensitive boundary along Chapel Stream/ Wetlands is
denoted on the Ecologically Sensitive Areas Plan in orange. Light spill
to the other ecologically sensitive corridors shown in purple will be
minimised as far as possible through the lighting strategy proposed.
Additional mitigation measures will be applied in these key areas
related to lighting levels, luminaire specification, and landscape
screening. These will include reducing the lighting design classes/
levels of illumination in certain key areas adjacent to dark zones and
sensitive areas; reducing column heights to 5m in certain sensitive
areas such as to the bridge across Chapel Stream; careful planning
and positioning of luminaires to minimise impacts on sensitive areas,
and utilising luminaire back shields to reduce back light spill where
necessary. Private lighting will be limited and only fitted where
requested in areas adjacent to ecologically sensitive areas. Private
external lighting will consist of a recessed downlight mounted under
the entrance canopy, utilising warm white LED sources. These will
operate via a movement detector on a short timer. Where possible,
all external lighting proposed, particularly adjacent to ecologically
sensitive areas will utilise LED light sources, therefore emitting no UV
light, and will have a warm white colour temperature, as research
has shown that this specification has less impact on bats and on dark
sky areas. The landscape strategy will include additional screening
in the form of hedgerows and tree planting, where possible, to the
edges of the ecologically sensitive areas.

Design

Ecologically Sensitive Areas
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Planting Palette
Tree planting within the proposed development will be key in
visually determining primary, secondary and tertiary routes.
Therefore, where appropriate, Nansledan streets incorporate tree and
shrub planting to add structure to the street, articulate built form,
define boundaries, provide screening and maintain and enhance
native ecological habitats.
The planting palette for Nansledan streets draws its inspiration from
native species and those which, whilst not strictly native, are varieties
of species that are suitable for both urban and coastal planting.
A relatively restricted palette of trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants
has been selected in order to provide a distinctive local character
that is proven to be well suited to the strong winds and poor soil
conditions.

PRIVATE
FRONTAGE

PATH

TREE PLANTING

ROAD

TREE PLANTING

PATH

Typical Primary Street Section

The palette also includes edible fruit and nut trees to accord with
the Duchy’s sustainable food production strategy.
Primary routes
Tree planting at regular intervals will create a visually striking
street scene to all users. Tree planting will also be carried out at
key junctions along the primary routes. These routes will also be
planted with hedging offering a buffer zone between pedestrians
and vehicles where appropriate.
Secondary routes
Tree planting at regular intervals and in small groups with breaks
in-between the planting along the route. Tree planting again will be
carried out at key junctions. These routes will also be planted with
hedging where appropriate.

PRIVATE
FRONTAGE

PATH

TREE PLANTING

ROAD

TREE PLANTING

PATH

PRIVATE
FRONTAGE

STREET PARKING

Typical Secondary Street Section

Tertiary routes
Smaller scale tree planting focusing on Fruit tree planting along the
route. Where walling allows espalier trees will be trained. These
areas will be also be planted with seasonal shrub planting and
ground cover.
The full planting palette is provided in the Green Infrastructure
Strategy, see Appendix 3.

PRIVATE
FRONTAGE

PATH
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RAISED BEDS
TRAFFIC
CALMING

ROAD WITH PASSING PLACES

PRIVATE HOUSE &
FRONTAGE

Design

Typical Tertiary Street Section

PLANTING
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Public Realm
Boundaries to Public Spaces & Roads

Soft grass or planting privacy strip

Low Walls

Boundaries and enclosure within Nansledan should reflect the
function and status of the street frontage. A limited palette of
materials and plant species will maintain a level of cohesion whilst
permitting variety.

Privacy strip width: 0.5-1.5m

Wall height: Varies

Materials: Grass, low shrubs with granite kerb/plinth

Materials: Granite, render

Hard surface privacy strip
Privacy strip set back: 0.5 -1m

Design

Materials: slate mulch, granite setts, round pebbles, block pavers.
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Low Walls and Railings

High Walls

Wall and Railing height: Approximately 1.2m

Wall height: Approximately 1.8m

Materials: Stone, render with metal railings

Materials: Render with coping, Dry stone, Cornish hedge

Hedges and Soft Boundaries
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Public Realm
Street Signage
All Nansledan streets are designed to give an inherently clear
indication of appropriate speeds, give way points etc. The need for
additional signage is kept therefore to a minimum. Similarly, a legible
and connected hierarchy of streets ensures that the need for way
finding can be kept to a minimum. Where sign posting is required
it is minimal, robust, timeless, adaptable and durable. To avoid
unnecessary visual clutter, consideration must be given to mounting
signage on buildings or related street furniture before resorting to the
need for separate signposting poles.
Shop Signage
Shop fronts are built predominantly of painted timber or stone.
The display windows are integrated with the door and the fascia
with a single construction, painted in classic dark tones or darker
pastel coloured paint. Signage and advertising must be discreet
and integrated with the shop front design. Shop awnings, where
provided, will be constructed of canvas on a retractable frame with
a blind box fitted as part of the shop front design.
Street Furniture

Design

At Nansledan a selected range of street furniture will be applied.
This will be based on a fixed palette of materials depending on their
location. To built areas they will be painted metal and elsewhere
they will be stone or timber. The principles are to have a simple
functional, integrated and uncluttered public realm with elements
that enhance the quality of the space.
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Public Realm
Services
The service strategy is vitally important to the appearance of the
public realm at Nansledan. A considerable amount of input is
required at an early stage in the masterplan development to minimise
the amount of services runs and covers within the public areas.
The route of services through the development and to the rear
of every property is given careful consideration. The services are
located in coordinated combined trenches which are primarily
routed through rear courtyards and designated routes.
The services routes are also carefully coordinated with the location of
trees and street lights. This is important to ensure that the landscaping
and lighting proposals can be implemented in a coordinated fashion.
With the services running in rear courtyards they do not generally
need to be located in the public realm. This provides greater
flexibility to the design of the streets. The tertiary streets are tight in
nature with building positioned just off the back edge of the street,
this gives a feeling of enclosure and with limited visibility and low
traffic speeds. This in turn helps promote safe walking and cycling.
The services strategy therefore dovetails into the various other key
strategies of the quality of the public realm, walking and cycling.

Meter boxes on rear garden walls

Rear parking court servicing

Gas meter fitted in garage

Design
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Public Realm
Heritage Setting
Heritage constraints and responses
The historic farmstead at Tredre Kosti Vian (Gusti Vean) is an important heritage asset within
the Site, and also presents potential constraints to the scope and nature of the development
which will be implemented in the vicinity of the farmstead. The farmstead at Gusti Vean
contains three listed buildings: a farmhouse, a range of farm buildings and cottages, all
Grade II listed.
• Gusti Vean Farmhouse with attached front wall and railings – Grade II (list entry NHLE
1327383)
• Gusti Vean Cottages - Grade II (NHLE 1137618)
• Range of farm buildings attached to right of Gusti Vean Farmhouse - Grade II (NHLE1137629)
The farm buildings can be seen in the 1888 OS map in a courtyard configuration, which is
still legible today. Through the late 19th and 20th centuries the farmstead evolves with the
addition of new buildings, however the core courtyard arrangement is still legible throughout
this time.
The design response to Gusti Vean comprises five elements:
1. The land to the south of the farmstead would be retained as open space, either as a field
or an orchard;
2. The land to the west of the farmstead would become community allotments. These two
measures would maintain the rural character of the setting of the farmstead to the south
and west;
3. Any potential development on the triangular segment of land east of the farmstead would
be limited to no more than 2 storeys.
4. In order to ensure that the landscape setting of these listed agricultural buildings is
properly preserved to the north, a landscape planted buffer is proposed on the north
side of the existing boundary supplemented by a further area of grass and trees on the
northern side of the new road to minimise the impact of any new buildings upon the
setting of the farm. Development to the north of the farmstead will be set back behind
a tertiary street, as well as planting. Houses in this area with generally run parallel to
the contours and diminish in scale around the farmstead and will be no more than two
storey, similar in character to almshouses or fisherman’s cottages; and

Gusti Vean HEP (Conservation) Consultation Area plan

HEP (Conservation) Consultation Area
Gusti Vean farmstead (not included in LDO land)

5. Development to the land with the existing modern agricultural sheds to the north-west may
be either new commercial or residential and will diminish in scale around the farmstead
and will be no more than two storey to respect the scale and setting of the existing listed
barns. The new buildings will be set behind an enhanced landscaped boundary.

Design

Prior to development, consultation shall take place with HEP (Conservation) regarding the
design and siting of new buildings, boundaries and landscaping buffers adjacent to the
listed buildings at Gusti Vean and Trewollack. This applies at Gusti Vean within the HEP
(Conservation) Consultation Area shown on the inset plan opposite.
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These measures will minimise the potential effects to the setting of the listed buildings.

Looking north from new footpath towards Gusti Vean
(full frame focal length equivalent 28mm)

Illustrative Plan of Gusti Vean and Estate Yard
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